
 
 
September 23, 2016 

The Honorable, Neal Kurk, Chairman 
Fiscal Committee of the General Court 
State House 
Concord, New Hampshire 03301 
 
 and 
 
The Honorable, David Kidder 
Chair, House Fish and Game and Marine Resources Committee 
 
 and 
 
The Honorable, Jeb Bradley 
Chair, Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee 
 
  
INFORMATIONAL ITEM 
 
In accordance with RSA 214:1-g VII, Annual Report:  Fisheries Habitat Account.  The Department is 
submitting the following report for fiscal year 2016: 
 
20-07500-21270000 Fisheries Habitat Account 
 
Balance forward from fiscal year 2015 $766,422.82 
 
Plus: Revenue – Fiscal year 2016 +231,640.28          
 Habitat fees:                228,774.31 
 Interest:                            2,551.10 
 Federal Funds                     314.87 
 
Less: Expenditures  (see detail following) -44,779.51 
 
Less: Encumbrances 06/30/2016  -55,000.00 
   __________ 
Balance available  06/30/16  $898,283.59        
 
    
   Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
 
 
        Glenn Normandeau 
        Executive Director
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Detail of expenditures for Fiscal Year 2016: 
 
Personnel       47,779.98 
 
(Reimbursement for Personnel)    (-47,779.98) 
 
Nash Stream Restoration Project Implementation       8,060.00 
 
Indian Stream Restoration Project Implementation        9,845.00 
 
Dam Registration Fees     11,875.00 
 
Audit Set Aside Fee              0.31 
 
Internal Administrative Fee       14,999.20 
 
Total Expenditures FY 2016 (minus Reimbursement for Personnel)                                     $44,779.51 
 
 
Summary of public benefits derived from the disbursements from the Fisheries Habitat Account: 
 

Personnel: Consistent with the State of New Hampshire budget for Fiscal Years 2014 and 2015, 
the New Hampshire Fish and Game Commission approved the use of the Fisheries Habitat Account to 
pay for personnel who are vital to the Fish Habitat Program. A Continuing Resolution of the State Budget 
required that the Department use these funds to continue to pay personnel until a new State Budget was 
enacted, which was October 1, 2015.  At that time, the Fisheries Habitat Account was reimbursed for all 
the Personnel expenses incurred in Fiscal Year 2016. 

 
Nash Stream Restoration Project: Nash Stream was once renowned as a high quality native 

brook trout stream that provided exceptional angling opportunities. It is also former Atlantic salmon 
habitat. The river and its tributaries still contain wild brook trout, but not in the numbers once seen due to 
historic log drives, impassable culverts and a catastrophic dam breach. In 1969 the Nash Bog Pond dam 
failed, sending a torrent of water akin to the 500-year flood down Nash Stream, destroyed what fish 
habitat still persisted, and certainly killed every fish along nine miles of Nash Stream. As a result of the 
dam breach, much of the instream and riparian habitat was altered to the detriment of brook trout and 
other native fish species. Subsequent bulldozing further affected the river corridor and channel 
morphology by eliminating pools, widening the channel, and limiting Nash Stream’s access to its 
floodplain. The result was more homogenous water with limited habitat and spawning value.  Poorly 
designed culverts along old logging roads compounded matters by blocking or impeding fish passage to 
critical tributary spawning habitat. As a result, Nash Stream no longer supports a robust, wild brook trout 
fishery.  Activities will continue to focus on restoring the instream and riparian habitat along Nash Stream 
and removing impassable barriers (culverts) to the spawning and rearing areas in the tributaries.  In Fiscal 
Year 2015, we conducted river restoration activities in the mainstem of Nash Stream between Emerson 
Brook and Long Mountain Brook.  The overall restoration project will continue for approximately one 
more year. In Fiscal Year 2016, the Fisheries Habitat Account was used to conduct restoration work in 
about 1.5 miles of the mainstem of Nash Stream.  

 
Indian Stream Restoration Project: The Project was spearheaded and is managed by Trout 

Unlimited.  The goals of the project are the same as those for the Nash Stream Restoration Project 
(above), although the watershed is owned by private entities, with a conservation easement held by NH 
Department of Resources and Economic Development for about 2/3 of the Indian Stream watershed. In 
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Fiscal Year 2015, the Fisheries Habitat Account was used to conduct restoration work in about 4.5 miles 
of the mainstem of Indian Stream. The project will continue through 2018. 

 
Dam Registration Fees: Some dams maintain water levels in many NH trout ponds and provide 

important benefits to fish populations as well as providing angling opportunities.  These dams require 
annual inspections and the Fisheries Habitat Account was used to pay for these inspections (through an 
annual registration fee), which are conducted by New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services.   
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In accordance with RSA 214:1-gVII, Annual Report:  Fisheries Habitat Fund.  The Department is submitting the following report for 
fiscal years 2012-2016: 

 
 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Total 
Administrative Fee $17,003.29  $14,335.12  $11,456.65  $24,053.30  $14,999.20  $81,847.56  
Audit Set-Aside Fee   $4.00  $4.00  $0.31  $8.31  
Brook Trout Habitat Research $1,892.00  $1,922.00     $3,814.00  
Dam Registration Fee $9,775.00  $9,975.00  $10,375.00  $11,475.00  $11,875.00  $53,475.00  
Habitat Restoration $36,678.31  $38,751.82  $1,037.31  $70,048.39  $17,905.00  $164,420.83  
Land Conservation $20,000.00  $100,000.00   $40,000.00   $160,000.00  
Personnel   $148,743.88  $152,521.18  * $301,265.06  

Total $85,348.60  $164,983.94  $171,616.84  $298,101.87  $44,779.51  $764,830.76  
 
*A Continuing Resolution of the State Budget required that the Department use these funds to continue to pay personnel until a new State 

Budget was enacted, which was October 1, 2015.  At that time, the Fisheries Habitat Account was reimbursed for all the Personnel expenses 
incurred in Fiscal Year 2016. 
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Summary of public benefits derived from the disbursements from the fisheries habitat account 
(Fiscal Years 2012-2015): 

 
2012 

 
Nash Stream Research Project: Fisheries Habitat Account funds were used to purchase supplies 

to conduct research on wild brook trout in three tributaries (Emerson, Johnson and Slide Brooks) in the 
Nash Stream Watershed.  The funds used to pay for supplies for this project will be 100% reimbursed 
through a cooperative agreement with the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), which 
funded the research project.  The research is being conducted with the USFWS and the United States 
Geological Survey, Conte Anadromous Fish Research Laboratory in Turners Falls, Massachusetts.  To 
date, we have successfully tracked migrating wild brook trout in four streams in the Watershed, and plan 
to also analyze the data to quantitatively determine the habitat attributes that are most important to wild 
brook trout, which will improve our ability to manage stream habitat and increase the productivity of 
streams for wild brook trout.  This work will continue through December 2014.  As part of this research 
project, the USFWS obligated $42,000 to replace two existing culverts on these brooks with stream 
crossings that are passable by fish.  One of those culverts was replaced during September 22-26, 2008, 
and the other was replaced in late June 2009.  To better understand how streamside forests influence 
brook trout populations, we recently expanded this research at Nash Stream to include collaborations with 
the CARY Institute of Ecosystem Sciences, University of New Hampshire and Plymouth State 
University; no Fisheries Habitat Account funds will be used for this expanded research.   

 
Land Conservation (Albany Town Forest):   Working in partnership with the Trust for Public 

Land and the Upper Saco Valley Land Trust, the Town of Albany acquired 300 +/- acres in fee simple to 
create the Albany Town Forest.  The property will be owned and managed for multiple public uses and 
benefits, including: working town forest, wildlife habitat protection, water quality protection, and 
recreational uses.  The property provides access to more than a mile of the Swift River, and is located 
next to the White Mountain National Forest and the Tin Mountain Preserve.  The conservation easement 
was conveyed to the Upper Saco Valley Land Trust, who will steward the property in perpetuity 
according to the terms of a conservation easement to be drafted prior to closing.  Other contributors to the 
project were LCHIP, the National Scenic Byways Program, the Town of Albany, the Open Space Institute 
and other public and private sources. 
 
 Harrisville Pond Project Implementation:   The fish community of Harrisville Pond in 
Harrisville was surveyed by our Warmwater Project Leader several times between 2005 and 2011, and 
found to contain relatively small numbers of largemouth bass, which also seemed to grow more slowly 
than those in other similar ponds.  After a thorough habitat survey was conducted, we determined that the 
fish habitat of the pond had been degraded, mostly by the removal of large trees that naturally fall into 
ponds over decades.  The objective of the proposed work is to restore the health of the warmwater fish 
community by restoring necessary habitat elements to Harrisville Pond, in this case, in-lake wood, using 
two to three trees will be tied to a single concrete block (each about 1.5 square feet), and placed into 
groups of about 10-15 trees, for a total of 30-45 trees.  The trees will be placed in water depths of about 
10-15 feet so that they are far away from boaters and swimmers while still in water depths that have 
suitable dissolved oxygen (water quality data from Harrisville Pond, collected by New Hampshire 
Department of Environmental Services, document that dissolved oxygen is not suitable for fish below 
about 15 feet deep during the summer).  Additionally, to keep the trees away from any potential 
swimmers, we propose to place the trees far from any dwellings, on the north side of the pond.  During 
several meetings with the Harrisville Pond Association between 2006 and 2011, and during our July 12, 
2011 Public Meeting, held in the Harrisville Town Offices, the Public made it clear that swimming occurs 
in other areas of the pond, but not in the north end (see maps with this application).  A Wetlands Permit 
was issued in 2012 and we plan to place the trees into the pond in fall 2012.  We will monitor the use of 
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the trees by fish for at least several years and plan to use this information in the design of similar work in 
other ponds and lakes in New Hampshire.  

 
2013 
 

Land Conservation (Greenough Ponds): The Trust for Public Land (TPL) is nearing 
completion of the Androscoggin Headwaters Conservation Initiative that will permanently conserve 
31,377acres owned by Plum Creek Maine Timberlands, LLC. This complex and expensive ($18,410,000) 
project was designed to be accomplished in 5 phases. Phases I and II have been completed and ownership 
of 7,452 acres conveyed to the Umbagog National Wildlife Refuge. Phases III and IV, totaling 
22,991acres, will remain in Plum Creek ownership subject to a Forest Legacy conservation easement held 
by the NH Division of Forests and Lands when completed by years-end . The acquisition of Phase V has 
been completed and 934 acres conveyed to the NH Fish and Game Department. This property will serve 
as the non-federal match for the Forest Legacy funds for Phases III and IV.  Phase V included the 
undeveloped Greenough Ponds, two of only a few ponds in the state with naturally reproducing 
populations of wild brook trout.  
 

The appraised value of the Greenough Ponds tract is $2,475,000. TPL secured grants for Phase V 
from the Land and Community Heritage Investment Program (LCHIP), the DES Aquatic Resources 
Mitigation Fund, the Open Space Institute, and the Tillotson Fund. NHFG contribute $525,000 from the 
Granite Reliable Power wind project mitigation funds, and additional funds from the fisheries and wildlife 
habitat accounts. 

 
 
Nash Stream Restoration Project: Nash Stream was once renowned as a high quality native 

brook trout stream that provided exceptional angling opportunities. It is also former Atlantic salmon 
habitat. The river and its tributaries still contain native brook trout, but not in the numbers once seen due 
to historic log drives, impassable culverts and a catastrophic dam breach.  The watershed has been a 
working forest since the mid-1800s. A railroad for logging was built in 1852. In 1870, the Nash Stream 
Improvement Company was incorporated for the purpose of clearing the stream of boulders and snags and 
building a series of dams for log drives. The largest of these, the Nash Bog Dam, was completed in 1900. 
The 236-acre impoundment created by the dam stored water for driving the logs. In the 1930s, haul roads 
were built to carry logs from the forest and the river drives ended. The dam at Nash Bog Pond was 
maintained to support seasonal camps that were built around the impoundment. In 1969 the dam failed, 
sending a torrent of water akin to the 500-year flood down Nash Stream, destroyed what fish habitat still 
persisted, and certainly killed every fish along nine miles of Nash Stream. As a result of the dam breach, 
much of the instream and riparian habitat was altered to the detriment of brook trout and other native fish 
species. This included the loss of over-story canopy which resulted in higher water temperatures. It also 
limited the suitability of mainstem habitat for all life stages of salmonids. Subsequent bulldozing further 
affected the river corridor and channel morphology by eliminating pools, widening the channel, and 
limiting Nash Stream’s access to its floodplain. The result was more homogenous water with limited 
habitat and spawning value.  Poorly designed culverts along old logging roads compounded matters by 
blocking or impeding fish passage to critical tributary habitat. Such tributaries fulfill an essential need 
within a typical river system in terms of providing cold water and thermal refuge, and in this case critical 
spawning habitat, particularly for brook trout. Although many of these tributaries were relatively healthy, 
the inability of the fish to access them exacerbated the decline of the fishery. As a result, Nash Stream no 
longer supports a robust, wild brook trout fishery.  Activities will continue to focus on restoring the 
instream and riparian habitat along Nash Stream and removing impassable barriers (culverts) to the 
spawning and rearing areas in the tributaries.  In Fiscal Year 2013, we conducted additional instream 
restoration in Nash Stream from the confluence with Emerson Brook downstream to the confluence with 
Pond Brook, including the construction of several engineered log jams and the strategic placement of 
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about thirty whole trees.  We also replaced an undersized road/stream crossing on Horseshoe Brook with 
a larger culvert that provides fish passage.  This restoration project will continue for approximately three 
more years, at which time we intend to replace several more road/stream crossings to make them passable 
by fish and conduct instream restoration for another five miles of Nash Stream and up to ten miles of its 
tributaries. 

 
McQuesten Brook Project: In 2010, staff from NH Fish and Game documented a robust 

population of wild brook trout living in a small stream that flows through Manchester and Bedford. 
 Despite being situated in an intensely urbanized area with multiple habitat impacts associated with heavy 
residential and commercial development, multiple age class of wild brook trout are still being supported.  
In order to generate interest, a partnership between NH Fish and Game, NH Rivers Council, NH 
Department of Environmental Services, the cities of Bedford and Manchester, Anheuser Busch, Ducks 
Unlimited, Manchester Fly Fishers Association, Merrimack River Valley Trout Unlimited, and the 
Manchester Urban Pond Restoration Program was developed.  To maintain interest, annual litter clean up 
days have occurred over the last three years. 

 
In 2010, a $9000 appropriation from the fish habitat account and a grant from the Samuel P Hunt 

Foundation were used to leverage the funding of an EPA 319 Fund to create a restoration plan for the 
McQuesten Brook watershed.  The plan (still in draft form), delineates the watershed, prioritizes and 
provides a cost benefit analysis of restoration actions, as well as a geomorphic, habitat, and fluvial erosion 
hazard assessments.  Since then, an additional EPA Section 319 grant was awarded to the watershed in 
order to begin to address the prioritized restoration actions identified in the restoration plan.  This 
particular funding will be used to remove three dams, increase and improve stream habitat for wild brook 
trout, and improve documented water quality impairments.  Efforts by NHFG staff in defining potential 
grants and grant application has minimized the need to request more money from the fish habitat account.  
In total, the fish habitat account has contributed 4% of the current $203,613 current total project cost.   

 
Brook Trout Habitat Research: Fisheries Habitat Account funds were used to purchase supplies 

to conduct research on wild brook trout in three tributaries (Emerson, Johnson and Slide Brooks) in the 
Nash Stream Watershed.  The research is being conducted with the USFWS and the United States 
Geological Survey, Conte Anadromous Fish Research Laboratory in Turners Falls, Massachusetts, and 
was 100% funded through the USFWS from 2007-2012, which provided funds for seasonal employees 
and equipment.  The USFWS grants totaled more than $235,000, a portion of which went to the 
Department.  The Fisheries Habitat Account funded $1, 922.00 in 2013 for the necessary equipment to 
continue the research through 2015.  To date, we have successfully tracked migrating wild brook trout in 
four streams in the Watershed, and plan to also analyze the data to quantitatively determine the habitat 
attributes that are most important to wild brook trout.  This work is needed for the Department and its 
many partners to better inform restoration work that will benefit anglers.  As part of this project, the 
USFWS obligated $42,000 to replace two existing culverts on these brooks with stream crossings that are 
passable by fish.  One of those culverts was replaced during September 2008, and the other was replaced 
in June 2009.   

 
 Harrisville Pond Project Implementation:   The fish community of Harrisville Pond in 
Harrisville was surveyed by our Warmwater Project Leader several times between 2005 and 2011, and 
found to contain relatively small numbers of largemouth bass, which also seemed to grow more slowly 
than those in other similar ponds.  After a thorough habitat survey was conducted, we determined that the 
fish habitat of the pond had been degraded, mostly by the removal of large trees that naturally fall into 
ponds over decades.  The objective of the proposed work is to restore the health of the warmwater fish 
community by restoring necessary habitat elements to Harrisville Pond, in this case, in-lake wood, using 
two to three trees will be tied to a single concrete block (each about 1.5 square feet), and placed into 
groups of about 10-15 trees, for a total of 30-45 trees.  The trees were placed in water depths of about 10-
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15 feet in June 2013 so that they are far away from boaters and swimmers while still in water depths that 
have suitable dissolved oxygen (water quality data from Harrisville Pond, collected by New Hampshire 
Department of Environmental Services, document that dissolved oxygen is not suitable for fish below 
about 15 feet deep during the summer).  Additionally, to keep the trees away from any potential 
swimmers, we placed the trees on the north side of the pond, far from any dwellings.  During several 
meetings with the Harrisville Pond Association between 2006 and 2011, and during our July 12, 2011 
Public Meeting, held in the Harrisville Town Offices, the Public made it clear that swimming occurs in 
other areas of the pond, but not in the north end.  A Wetlands Permit was issued in 2012 and we placed 
the trees into the pond in June 2013.  We will monitor the use of the trees by fish for at least several years 
and plan to use this information in the design of similar work in other ponds and lakes in New Hampshire.  
Fisheries Habitat Account expenses in Fiscal Year 2013 ($79.14) were for the necessary supplies to hold 
the trees together and at the locations in the pond where they were placed.  

 
2014 

 
Personnel: Consistent with the State of New Hampshire budget for Fiscal Years 2014 and 2015, 

the New Hampshire Fish and Game Commission approved the use of the Fisheries Habitat Account to 
pay for personnel who are vital to the Fish Habitat Program. 

 
Nash Stream Restoration Project: Nash Stream was once renowned as a high quality native 

brook trout stream that provided exceptional angling opportunities. It is also former Atlantic salmon 
habitat. The river and its tributaries still contain native brook trout, but not in the numbers once seen due 
to historic log drives, impassable culverts and a catastrophic dam breach. In 1969 the Nash Bog Pond dam 
failed, sending a torrent of water akin to the 500-year flood down Nash Stream, destroyed what fish 
habitat still persisted, and certainly killed every fish along nine miles of Nash Stream. As a result of the 
dam breach, much of the instream and riparian habitat was altered to the detriment of brook trout and 
other native fish species. Subsequent bulldozing further affected the river corridor and channel 
morphology by eliminating pools, widening the channel, and limiting Nash Stream’s access to its 
floodplain. The result was more homogenous water with limited habitat and spawning value.  Poorly 
designed culverts along old logging roads compounded matters by blocking or impeding fish passage to 
critical tributary spawning habitat. As a result, Nash Stream no longer supports a robust, wild brook trout 
fishery.  Activities will continue to focus on restoring the instream and riparian habitat along Nash Stream 
and removing impassable barriers (culverts) to the spawning and rearing areas in the tributaries.  In Fiscal 
Year 2014, we replaced an undersized road/stream crossing on Horseshoe Brook with a larger culvert that 
provides fish passage; this restored habitat connectivity for brook trout and other fish species.  The overall 
restoration project will continue for approximately two more years, at which time we intend to replace 
several more road/stream crossings to make them passable by fish and conduct instream restoration for 
another five miles of Nash Stream and up to ten miles of its tributaries. 

 
2015 

 
Personnel: Consistent with the State of New Hampshire budget for Fiscal Years 2014 and 2015, 

the New Hampshire Fish and Game Commission approved the use of the Fisheries Habitat Account to 
pay for personnel who are vital to the Fish Habitat Program. 

 
Nash Stream Restoration Project: Nash Stream was once renowned as a high quality native 

brook trout stream that provided exceptional angling opportunities. It is also former Atlantic salmon 
habitat. The river and its tributaries still contain native brook trout, but not in the numbers once seen due 
to historic log drives, impassable culverts and a catastrophic dam breach. In 1969 the Nash Bog Pond dam 
failed, sending a torrent of water akin to the 500-year flood down Nash Stream, destroyed what fish 
habitat still persisted, and certainly killed every fish along nine miles of Nash Stream. As a result of the 
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dam breach, much of the instream and riparian habitat was altered to the detriment of brook trout and 
other native fish species. Subsequent bulldozing further affected the river corridor and channel 
morphology by eliminating pools, widening the channel, and limiting Nash Stream’s access to its 
floodplain. The result was more homogenous water with limited habitat and spawning value.  Poorly 
designed culverts along old logging roads compounded matters by blocking or impeding fish passage to 
critical tributary spawning habitat. As a result, Nash Stream no longer supports a robust, wild brook trout 
fishery.  Activities will continue to focus on restoring the instream and riparian habitat along Nash Stream 
and removing impassable barriers (culverts) to the spawning and rearing areas in the tributaries.  In Fiscal 
Year 2015, we conducted river restoration activities in the mainstem of Nash Stream between Emerson 
Brook and Long Mountain Brook.  The overall restoration project will continue for approximately two 
more years, at which time we intend to replace several more road/stream crossings to make them passable 
by fish and conduct instream restoration for another five miles of Nash Stream and up to ten miles of its 
tributaries. 

 
Jones Pond Dam Reconstruction: Jones Pond was created by damming Jones Brook in the 

1970s as part of a development project that did not come to fruition. The area surrounding the dam was 
acquired by New Hampshire Fish and Game Department in 1985 as part of the ~1,500 acre Ellis Hatch 
Wildlife Management Area in Middleton and Brookfield.  The 600 foot earthen dam had a 30 inch metal 
pipe for its outlet.  The pipe corroded and caused severe localized erosion failure of the embankment and 
drawdown of the impoundment in 2005.  After several studies to consider options for reconstructing the 
outlet structure, or removing the dam and reverting to natural flow of Jones Brook, the Department 
decided to reconstruct the dam.  The engineering design was done by a private consulting firm, and in 
2014, the dam was rebuilt by the New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services Dam Bureau.  
The pond was refilled in late 2014. 

 
Land Conservation, Barrington: Conservation of the Calef Property along the Isinglass River is 

a partnership between the Trust for Public Land (TPL), the Natural Resource Conservation Service 
(NRCS), and the town of Barrington.  The total cost of the project is estimated to be $1,100,000.  Funding 
was also received from the NHDES Aquatic Resource Mitigation (ARM) fund and a Moose Plate grant.  
Ultimately, the property will be owned by the town of Barrington, with NRCS holding the conservation 
easement under the Wetland Reserve Program (WRP).  The Isinglass River is stocked each year with 
brook trout and rainbow trout just upstream of this property, at the Rt. 202 bridge. The protection of this 
property improves the accessibility of the Isinglass River to anglers in close proximity to a well-known 
stocking site.  Known for its excellent water quality, the Isinglass River is home to a number of fish 
species of conservation concern, including the state threatened bridle shiner (found just upstream) and the 
American eel.  This reach is also popular with paddlers and it is described in the Appalachian Mountain 
Club River Guide for New Hampshire and Vermont. 

 


